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I have never liked being on ships, and I have never liked scrubbing floors.  

However, luck has not the time for slaves, so of course I was doing both.  On the other 
hand, perhaps I ought to have counted my blessings.  The gentle ripples of this Nile did 
not rock the Imperial Barge nearly as much as did those Mediterranean storms.  Ugh!  
They were terrible.  I got seasick in the Emperor’s cabin when I went to deliver a 
message from Master Antinous. On the bright side, after being flogged to within an inch 
of my life under the overseer’s whip, my nausea suddenly did not seem so bad. 

While I was scrubbing the floors, I could hear the footsteps of my master, 
Antinous, pacing back and forth on the other side of the finely carved door of the rarest 
Lebanese cedar.  Ever since that visit to Greece it seemed as though there was something 
of great importance on his mind, and learning of the Nile’s insufficient flooding and the 
worsening state of Emperor Hadrian’s health only seemed to subject him to more and 
more stress.   

Finally, his delicate footsteps stopped in front of the door.  I stopped my work and 
stood respectfully as he entered.  Without seeming to notice anything around him, he 
walked across his cabin and sat down on his bed.  Just as I was stooping over to return to 
my labor, he spoke.   

“The floor is clean enough for now, Vera.  Your loyalty and obedience to me have 
never faltered since first you came into my possession, so I feel I can trust you with this.  
It is without question the most important decision I will ever have to make, but I do not 
seek your counsel, only your witness.  Needless to say, by staying to hear this you are 
pledging your complete silence regarding the matter until such a time as the 
consequences of my actions are in full effect.”   

I nodded respectfully, dumbfounded by his powerful words.  
“A month ago to the day, I accompanied Emperor Hadrian on a trip to Greece.  

While I was there, I learned of an ancient Greek custom called The Anti-Psyche. This 
concept states that love given freely has the power to heal.  If one person kills himself of 
his own free will out of total devotion for another, the years that the dead man would 
have lived will be added to the life of the man for whom the dead man killed himself.   

“As you and I both know, Emperor Hadrian’s health has recently taken a drastic 
turn for the worse.  I fear that if I do not act soon, I may be too late to save the Emperor.  
Should that happen I would certainly die of grief, which would be of no good to anyone. 

“Of lesser personal importance to me, but still of profound significance to the 
Empire, is the current state of the Nile’s flooding.  Egypt, with all of its exotic wonders 
and riches, is utterly dependent on the yearly flooding of the Nile.  Should the waters not 
rise to their usual level, the farmers would lack adequate water to water their crops, and 
entire cities may starve.  This in turn may well lead to great discontent if not rebellion.  
Either way, the stress that either possible outcome would put the Emperor through would 
do inestimable damage to his already precarious state of health.  It is said, however, that 
the gods of the Nile can be influenced to look more favorably upon Egypt should a youth 
voluntarily drown himself in the Nile.  Suppose I do nothing now and the Egyptians do 



revolt.  How could I then bear to live with myself, knowing that I once had a chance to 
prevent all of this but did nothing because I valued my own life above that of the 
Emperor?” 

  All of this time I was standing in awed silence as his monologue progressed 
farther and farther in the very direction I most dreaded it would.  I wanted to alert 
Emperor Hadrian of Antinous’s alarming state of mind, but I was bound by my vow.  
Here was a man standing in front of me discussing the potential effects of his suicide as 
calmly as one would discuss a game of chess!  Was this simply the effect of his blind 
devotion to the Emperor?  Was he insane?  Did he not realize that death is forever?!  
Before I could manage to utter a coherent word, he continued, “Besides, were it not for 
the Emperor, control of my life would no longer be in my hands.”  For the first time in 
his entire speech, I could detect a hint of emotion, and for a moment I thought I saw 
glimmer of moisture form at the corner of his eye.  

 “Just a few days ago, I accompanied the Emperor as he hunted a great lion across 
the plains.  We had pursued it for most of the morning, when it suddenly darted into a 
dense jungle.  Emperor Hadrian and his bodyguard bravely dismounted and entered the 
jungle on foot, while I waited, holding their horses.  There was nothing to mark the 
passage of time, but I imagine it must have been at least one hour that I spent tensely 
waiting, fearing for the Emperor’s safety.  At last I heard a sound, though not quite the 
one I had anticipated.  Crashing through the small bushes that marked the end of the 
jungle and the beginning of the plains came the great golden lion which they had been 
hunting. Its soul-quaking roar screamed of raw primal fury.  The terrified horses jerked 
their reins free of my grasp and bolted away.  Seeing the lion in all of its terrible 
splendor, it is a wonder I managed to remain standing.  In the moment it took the lion to 
cross the forty yards that separated us, everything I had ever done, had ever hoped to do, 
clamored for my attention, but my mind heard only one voice, thought of only one face: 
that of the Emperor Hadrian.  A flash of movement brought me back to unforgiving 
reality.  But lo!  Like a god out of heaven, there stood the Emperor with his bow raised, 
and even as I watched he let fly an arrow into the vitals of the lion.  The lion paused in its 
lethal advance towards me, and in a moment Emperor Hadrian was upon it with his great 
spear, and the lion was no more.”   

Antinous paused for a moment to regain his composure.  He looked at the wooden 
floor for a moment, collecting his thoughts before he continued, “Now that I hear all of 
this spoken aloud, I am embarrassed that this matter ever posed a question for me.  I owe 
him nothing short of my life.  To continue living would be an act of inestimable 
ingratitude.  That the thought of doing so even occurred to me is a cause of great shame.”  
He looked up with a smile of one who is resigned to and yet proud of his fate.  All the 
time he had been talking, he scarcely seemed to notice my presence.  Now he made eye 
contact with me, with that peculiar smile still carved on his features.  “Thank you, Vera.  
You have been a great help to me.  I see that it must be time for the evening meal.  All I 
can ask of you now is that you remember your promise of silence.  I have decided that 
you will not have to keep this to yourself for very long, only until tomorrow morning.”  
His face suddenly grew stern.  “But until then, you must not breathe any of this to 
anyone.  Is that understood?”  I nodded and left the room.  My mind was in turmoil.  
Should I tell the Emperor and prevent Antinous from committing this rash act? No, as a 



slave, that was not my place. Still somewhat unsure, I finally realized I had no choice but 
to resign myself to the role of passive spectator in this emotional monodrama. 

Later, as I was cutting the roast pig for Antinous and Emperor Hadrian on the 
main deck, I could not help but watch for any change in their interaction.  The Emperor 
spoke little as he ate the roast pig with his bare hands, but listened proudly as Antinous 
spoke admiringly of Emperor Hadrian’s heroic actions at the lion hunt.  Antinous ate 
some fruit and drank a little wine at the beginning of the meal, but otherwise barely 
touched the lavish feast set out in front of him.  Rather, Antinous seemed content to drink 
in the rich sights and sounds of the soft, velvet night.  His eyes gleamed with adoration as 
he looked upon Emperor Hadrian, who seemed content to eat his dinner as always, never 
expecting that this may be the last he would have with Antinous.  For a long time after he 
had finished his narration of the lion hunt, Antinous sat in silence, basking in the 
presence of the Emperor and the warmth of the Egyptian night.  Finally, the Emperor bid 
Antinous a fond good night and went below deck to his canopied bed.  Antinous reclined 
on his couch a little while longer, but at last said, “Everyone dies, but few have the 
privilege of dying for so noble a cause.”  To me, this poetic statement seemed to be his 
way of expressing his gratitude to the Fates, who weave on their loom the destinies of all 
men.  

 As he was walking towards the edge of the ship, he noticed me still waiting on 
him and sent me below deck. 


